Appendix- F

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. Name of the Respondent:

2. Designation: Principal / Teacher

3. Name of the Institution:

4. Year of establishment:

5. Nature of the Institution: HS School / Degree College

6. Name of the Principal:

7. Total no of Teacher for HS Classes:

8. Total no of Students for HS Class:

9. Is there any Tutorial Classes in the Institution?

10. Whether students are regular in their attendance?

11. Whether students are regular in tutorial class?

12. Whether classes are regularly held or not?

13. Whether tutorial classes are regularly held or not?

14. Whether internal examination are held regularly?

    If yes, how many?
15. Is there any alternative to assess students' achievement?

16. What is your opinion on students' discipline in and outside the classroom?

17. Number of indisciplinary incidents during the last 5 years, if any.

18. Have you observed any leader-like qualities among boys and girls?

19. Whether the students have any democratic Institution like Students Union, Literacy Club, etc.?

20. Whether the students' community seeks teacher's cooperation in the management of their Association?

21. Whether the teachers are according cooperation in this respect?

22. Whether the classes are overcrowded, or not?

23. Name the problems due to overcrowded, if any.

24. Have you observed any inferiority complex among the students as a whole in relation to the neighboring Institution?

25. Whether the library facilities provided to teachers and students are sufficient or not?

26. Whether book bank facilities are available or not?

27. Whether students are regular in their habit of library reading.

28. Have the academic standards of your school, college been affected by overcrowding? If yes, then what are the effects.
29. Do you noticed any specific problem among the students?

30. Whether final exam. are held in your institution?

31. Do you detected any unfair means in any examination?

32. Whether teaching is hampered when any final examination is held?

33. What is the performance of your students in the last 5 years H.S. examination?